An Experimental Analysis of the Assessment and Perception of Behavior Change: How Summary Measures Influence Sensitivity to Change Processes
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A series of experiments examined how summary assessment measures influence people’s ability to detect change in behavior over time and across situations. Two measures that are often used to assess child behavior (Teacher Report Form) and adult personality (Five Factor Inventory) were examined. Each instrument led perceivers to focus on the overall frequency of targets’ behavior, even when targets differed both in how they reacted to social events and in how often they experienced those events in their interactions with others. Although people adopted an overall frequency perspective when using summary measures, they detected changes in events and targets’ “if … then …” reactions to events when using alternative context-specific measures. The findings demonstrate how summary trait methods can shift perceivers’ attention away from situational factors and thereby yield trait scores that are insensitive to context-specific but potentially important changes in targets’ social behavior.
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Introduction

A potential conflict exists between the way people think about personality and how researchers assess it. On the one hand, researchers often emphasize the breadth and stability of traits and therefore use personality measures that aggregate over variability that may occur over time and situations (Mischel, 2009; Watson, 2004). On the other hand, social cognition research suggests that people incorporate situational information into their personality impressions (Kammrath, Mendoza-Denton, & Mischel, 2005; Smith & Collins, 2009). Despite the widespread use of “summary” trait measures in both child and adult assessment, little research has explored how social perceivers use them under laboratory conditions in which the relevant inputs can be isolated and manipulated. The present research illustrates how such methods can deepen our understanding of how summary trait measures influence perceivers’ sensitivity to personality change. In this paradigm, we create targets who show different patterns of change over time in their social environments and in how they responded to them. We examine the possibility that summary trait measures lead perceivers to focus on overall behavior rates and to de-emphasize contextual information they might otherwise use. We test the further implication that this emphasis on overall frequencies leads raters to report that target behavior is stable over time even when targets show clear changes in how they respond to specific social situations.

Summary approaches have a long tradition in child and adult assessment. On widely used child measures (e.g., Teacher Report Form or TRF, Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001), an adult typically rates how well brief statements describe the child. Many of these statements focus on the frequency of behaviors (“teases a lot,” “threatens people”), some include trait adjectives (“stubborn”), and less often they refer to the context in which the behaviors occur (“disobedient at school”, “defiant, talks back”). Popular “Big Five” measures used to assess adult personality (e.g., NEO-PI-R and the NEO-Five Factor Inventory or FFI, Costa & McCrae, 1992) also include behavior frequency statements (e.g., “seldom sad or depressed”), trait adjectives (“is a cheerful, high-spirited person”), and statements that explicitly refer to behavior in context (“if he doesn’t like people, he lets them know it”). Although these child and adult measures vary in how their items were generated and how often they refer to contexts, they share an essential feature: Both aggregate into summary scales that do not reveal what these contexts are, how often they occur, or how responses to them may vary. Such measures thus focus on mean-level behavior tendencies, and do not reveal individual differences in how people respond to specific contexts (Cervone, 2005; Cervone, Shadel, & Jencius, 2001).

Alternative models incorporate context into personality assessment by examining if … then … links between events that occur in a person’s social environment (e.g., if provoked) and their reactions to them (e.g., then hostile) (Vansteelandt & Van Mechelen, 1998; Wright & Mischel, 1987). Studies adopting such approaches have demonstrated that personality is revealed not simply through overall trait or behavior levels, but through an individual’s contextualized patterning of trait-relevant behavior (Fournier, Moskowitz, & Zuroff, 2008; Hartley, Zakriski, & Wright, 2011; Hoffenaar & Hoekasma, 2002; Smith, Shoda, Cumming, & Smoll, 2009). A complementary line of “socially situated” cognition research proposes that context plays an
important role in social perception and judgment (Reeder, Monroe, & Pryor, 2008; Smith & Collins, 2009). Although early studies on the “fundamental attribution error” (Ross, 1977) argued that situational influences are often ignored, subsequent research found that people do incorporate contextual information into their personality judgments, but when and how they do so depends on several factors (Gilbert & Malone, 1995). For example, people have difficulty integrating situational influences into their dispositional judgments when the salience of the stimuli is low and cognitive load is high (Chun, Speigel, & Kruglanski, 2002). People’s ability to process behavioral and situational information also depends on their statistical knowledge and investment in the target (Schaller, 1992), and on their affective state (Hunsinger, Isbel, & Clore, 2011).

Despite considerable field research using summary measures (Gresham et al., 2010; Terracciano, McCrae, & Costa, 2009), little work has examined how perceivers use them under controlled laboratory conditions. Social cognition research has used experimental methods to study people’s use of situational information (Chun et al., 2002; Kamrnath et al., 2005; Trope & Gaunt, 2000), yet this work has not examined how summary trait measures influence what people encode in their ratings. Some researchers have claimed that summary measures are implicitly contextualized by the respondent even when items lack explicit contextual cues (Tellegen, 1991; Wood & Roberts, 2006), and are therefore sensitive to reaction patterns (Denissen & Penke, 2008). For example, items that contain trait adjectives (e.g., “thoughtful and considerate”, “is a cheerful, high spirited person”) might lead the rater to infer the situations that are most relevant and to judge how the target reacts when those situations are encountered. However, we are unaware of an experimental test of this idea. Other researchers have speculated that summary methods lead people to rely on global representations lacking in specific time or setting cues (Schwarz & Oyserman, 2011). Support for this argument is found in studies showing that summary measures lead people to ignore conditional if … then … links between events and reactions and focus instead on overall act frequencies (Wright et al., 2001). In the present study, we test the idea that summary measures—including popular child behavior measures and adult five-factor measures—are designed to assess overall behaviors, do this well, but in doing so miss changes in how people respond to specific social situations.

We extended past work in several ways. First, rather than focusing on a single time point, we created targets that changed over time, both in how often they encountered events (“event rates”) and in the conditional probability of their responses to them (“reaction rates”). In Studies 1-2ab, peer provocation and adult discipline were the focal events and aggression was the focal reaction, as these are relevant to child assessment (Dirks, Treat, & Weersing, 2007). This yielded two targets who showed “converging” changes in event rates and reaction rates (i.e., both decreased or both increased), and thus their overall rates of aggression increased or decreased. The two other targets showed “diverging” changes: One experienced an increase in aversive events, but became less likely to respond aggressively to them; the other experienced a decrease in aversive events, but became more likely to respond aggressively. These targets are especially interesting because they show opposite changes in event and reaction rates, yet show no change in overall aggression rates. If summary measures track only overall rates, as we have proposed, they should distinguish between targets whose overall rates differ, but fail to distinguish between targets who show opposite reaction change but constant overall behavior rates. If, on the other hand, these measures are implicitly contextualized as others have suggested, they should distinguish between targets whose reactions to events changed over time, even if their overall behavior rates did not.

Second, we used both child and adult targets, and we examined both popular measures for studying child behavior (TRF; Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001) and adult personality (NEO-FFI; Costa & McCrae, 1992). In each of our experiments, participants used the instrument to rate the target at the end of one period of observation, and then again at the end of a second period. Studies 1-2ab focused on aggressive behaviors of children that are relevant to the TRF, and Study 3 focused on (dis) agreeable behaviors of adults that are relevant to the agreeableness domain on the FFI. Guided by past theorizing and evidence (Schwarz & Oyserman, 2011; Wright et al., 2001), we hypothesized that relevant scales on the TRF (aggression) and FFI (agreeableness) would be sensitive to changes in targets’ overall behavior rates, but insensitive to differences between the diverging targets whose reactions changed in opposite directions.

Third, we examined whether participants can detect changes in rates of eliciting events and changes in targets’ conditional reactions to them, even if this is not evident when they use summary trait measures. Based on people’s sensitivity to context at a single time point (Chun et al., 2002; Wright et al., 2001), we predicted that participants’ open-ended descriptions of targets would refer not only to their overall behavior tendencies, but also to events targets encountered and their event-specific reactions. We further expected that participants would differentiate between the diverging targets when explicitly asked to estimate how often targets encountered events and the conditional probability of their reactions to those events. Because people can have difficulty judging conditional probabilities (see Fox & Levav, 2004), we examined how two response formats—a typical rating format (e.g., Vansteelandt & Van Mechelen, 1998) versus a frequency-count estimation format (Gigerenzer, 2008)—influenced their performance. Support for these hypotheses would indicate that widely used summary assessment methods divert people’s attention away from situation-specific changes in behavior they otherwise notice and thereby yield ratings that reflect only targets’ overall behavior frequencies.

**Study 1**

We first examined change over time. Using a 2 (event rate) × 2 (reaction rate) × 2 (phase) design, we manipulated whether a target child experienced an increase or decrease in the probability of aversive events (“event rates”), and an increase or decrease in the conditional probability of aggressive behavior when those events occurred (“reaction rates”). We hypothesized that the TRF is primarily sensitive to base-rates, and thus should be influenced by all factors that contribute to overall behavior (i.e., events and reactions), and not just by targets’ reaction rates. Thus, the TRF should be unable to distinguish between the functionally diverging targets even though one showed an increase in aggressive reactions to aversive events and one showed a decrease.
method

participants

forty-three undergraduates from the pool in an introductory psychology class participated at Brown University. Three were removed: two who completed materials out of order, and one who did not understand the instructions. This yielded a sample of 40 (20 M, 20 W, M_{age} = 19.2 years, SD = 1.17). All studies reported were approved by Brown University's Institutional Review Board.

materials

the experimental stimuli were based on Wright et al. (2001), but described the target at two points. the target was identified as a fictitious 11-year-old boy (“Dan”) in a residential summer program. participants viewed 32 vignettes that described the target at the beginning of the summer (Phase 1) and 32 that described him 9 weeks later (Phase 2). four targets were created. one encountered an increase in aversive events and showed an increase in aggressive reactions to those events (E+/R+) (“+” = increase). the second showed a decrease in both event rates and reaction rates (E−/R−) (“−” = decrease). the third encountered an increase in aversive events, but showed a decrease in aggressive reactions (E+/R−). the fourth had the reverse arrangement (E−/R+).

each vignette, presented for 9 seconds on an otherwise blank computer screen, described the setting and an interaction between Dan and another person. the setting, agent, agent action, target name, and response appeared in the same order. events consisted of aversive peer events (tease, threaten), aversive adult events (warn, discipline), nonaversive peer events (prosocial talk, ask), and non-aversive adult events (prosocial talk, ask/instruct). reactions were aggressive or nonaggressive. an example of a peer aversive event with an aggressive reaction is: “in the dining hall a boy says, ‘Shut up and give me your dessert.’ Dan replies, ‘No, you shut up. I want it,’” an example of a withdrawal item is “argues a lot”; an example of an aggression item is “unhappy, sad, or depressed.” items were rated using the TRF’s 0 - 2 scale. test-retest reliability of the TRF aggression and withdrawal scales in field studies is reported to be .89 and .85 respectively when the interval is 2 - 3 weeks (Achenbach, Howell, McConaughy, & Stanger, 1995). the TRF aggression scale correlates modestly but significantly with classroom observations of verbal aggression and disruptive behavior (Henry, 2006).

perceived overall change

participants rated changes in Dan’s “overall behavior”, “behavior toward peers”, and “behavior toward counselors”. these were averaged into an “overall target change” scale (α = .96). next, they rated how peers’ and adults’ overall “behaviors towards Dan changed.” these were averaged into an “overall social environment change” scale (α = .96). all items used a 7-point scale (1 = much worse, 7 = much improved).

behavior, event, and reaction measures. to clarify whether participants detected overall behavior rates, event rates, and reaction rates at each phase, these items corresponded as closely as possible to the stimuli. participants first rated the overall frequency of the target’s aggressive and prosocial behaviors shown during Phase 1 using 4 items (e.g., “Dan argued or quarreled”, “talked politely/made friendly requests”). they then rated how often Dan encountered aversive and non-aversive events at Phase 1, using 4 items (e.g., “peers teased, threa-

Dependent Measures

Open-Ended Descriptions. Participants read, “You’ve just read about Dan during the first week of June (second week of August) in the residential summer program. Please describe in a few sentences what was most important about Dan and the summer program during that time.”

Teacher Report Form. As in Wright et al. (2001), we used a subset of the 118 items from the 1993 version of the TRF (Achenbach, 1993) to avoid fatigue. Specifically, we used the scale that was most relevant to this study (aggression, 25 items) and a contrast scale (withdrawal, 9 items), with “school” changed to “camp” for our stimuli. an example of an aggression item is “argues a lot”; an example of a withdrawal item is “unhappy, sad, or depressed.” items were rated using the TRF’s 0 - 2 scale. test-retest reliability of the TRF aggression and withdrawal scales in field studies is reported to be .89 and .85 respectively when the interval is 2 - 3 weeks (Achenbach, Howell, McConaughy, & Stanger, 1995). the TRF aggression scale correlates modestly but significantly with classroom observations of verbal aggression and disruptive behavior (Henry, 2006).

Table 1

Properties of the four experimental targets for all studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Phase 1</th>
<th>Phase 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p(E)</td>
<td>p(R</td>
<td>E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E+/R−</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E+/R+</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E−/R−</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E−/R+</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8/32)</td>
<td>(2/8)</td>
<td>(2/32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: p(E) = probability of aversive event; p(R|E) = probability of aggressive reaction to aversive event; p(R) = base-rate probability of aggressive behavior.

To clarify whether participants detected overall behavior rates, event rates, and reaction rates at each phase, these items corresponded as closely as possible to the stimuli. Participants first rated the overall frequency of the target’s aggressive and prosocial behaviors shown during Phase 1 using 4 items (e.g., “Dan argued or quarreled”, “talked politely/made friendly requests”). They then rated how often Dan encountered aversive and non-aversive events at Phase 1, using 4 items (e.g., “peers teased, threa-
tended, or bossed Dan”, “adults complimented/made friendly requests”). Next, they rated the target’s reactions given that some event occurred, using 16 items (4 events × 4 reactions). Participants read, “Indicate how often Dan showed each reaction to the event described.” After each of 4 event prompts (“If a peer teased, threatened, or bossed Dan …”), the participant rated how often the target showed a reaction to it (e.g., “he argued or quarreled”); the wording of the reaction was the same as the wording of the behaviors noted above. Participants then rated the behaviors, events, and reactions that were shown during Phase 2. All items were rated on a 6-point scale (0 = never, 5 = almost always).

Procedure

Participants were run in groups of 1-4 on separate computers and were randomly assigned to condition, to which the experimenter was blind. Using the dependent measures just described, participants completed these steps, in order: 1) read 32 vignettes for Phase 1, each for 9 s; 2) open-ended description and TRF; 3) 32 vignettes for Phase 2; 4) repeat step 2; 5) overall perceived change; 6) additional ratings of behavior, events, and reactions seen at Phase 1 and at Phase 2. To avoid contaminating the TRF, it was administered before measures that mentioned events or reactions.

Preliminary Analyses

Participants’ open-ended responses were coded as follows. 1) “Overall behavior”: An uncontextualized statement about a prosocial, neutral, or aggressive behavior or disposition without a specified eliciting event (e.g., “Dan was friendly”). 2) “Event”: A statement about a positive, neutral, or aversive event without a specified response (e.g., “People were nice to Dan”). 3) “Reaction”: A prosocial, neutral, or aggressive behavior in response to a positive, neutral, or aversive event (e.g., “Dan was friendly when others were nice to him”). Agreement between the first author and a coder who was blind to condition was acceptable (average κ = .80).

Additional analyses examined how perceived overall change measures (see previous) compared with other measures. The perceived overall change scale correlated highly with the calculated TRF aggression change (r = .88, p < .001), and the perceived overall social environment change scale correlated highly with the calculated event change score (r = .93, p < .001). To avoid redundancy, perceived overall change analyses are not presented.

Results and Discussion

Open-Ended Descriptions

Although the open-ended descriptions were not our main focus, we examined the Phase 1 descriptions to clarify participants’ perceptions before they were affected by the TRF. Based on past research (Kammrath et al., 2005), we predicted that participants would not only describe overall behavior tendencies, but also describe events and conditional reactions to them. We calculated percentages by dividing the number of statements in each category for each participant by the total number of codeable statements for that participant. As predicted, participants used all statement types, with nonsignificant differences in their mean relative frequency: uncontextualized behaviors (40%), event statements (32%), and reaction statements (28%), F(2, 72) = 2.15, p > .1. We also found a statement type × reaction condition interaction, F(2, 72) = 6.18, p < .005, η² = .15. In conditions with low reaction rates at Phase 1, uncontextualized behavior statements were more frequent (52%) than event statements (26%) or reaction statements (22%), whereas in conditions with high reaction rates at Phase 1, statement types differed less (28%, 38%, and 34%, respectively). We found a similar pattern when analyses were restricted to statements about aggressive behaviors; details can be obtained from the first author.

Summary Trait Assessment

We expected that the TRF would detect changes in overall behavior rates, but not distinguish between the functionally diverging targets whose overall rates were equal. Specifically, we predicted that TRF aggression ratings would decrease over phase for the E−/R− condition, increase for the E+/R+ condition, and remain unchanged for the diverging conditions (E+/R−, E+/R+). As shown in Figure 1, the results supported this prediction. A 2 (event) × 2 (reaction) × 2 (phase) ANOVA, with phase as a repeated measure, revealed the expected reaction condition × phase interaction, F(1, 36) = 56.99, p < .001, η² = .61. Also as expected, we found an interaction between event condition and phase, F(1, 36) = 7.24, η² = .66. (In all repeated-measures analyses, significance tests were based on Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments.) We also found a small unexpected effect for phase, F(1, 36) = 5.52, p < .05, η² = .13; TRF aggression ratings were slightly higher overall at Phase 1 than Phase 2. No other effects were expected or found.

To simplify subsequent analyses, we computed change scores (Phase 2 - Phase 1), which were then submitted to a 2 (event condition) × 2 (reaction condition) ANOVA. Figure 2(A) presents mean TRF change in standardized form (z-scores); this was solely to permit graphical comparisons with other measures with different natural metrics, and otherwise had no effect on any findings we report. Our predictions and findings necessarily parallel those just explained, though are now expressed as change scores. We found the expected main effects for event and reaction condition (Table 2) and the expected Tukey’s HSD comparisons (Figure 2(A)). As predicted, the TRF was sensitive to changes in overall behavior, but not to the event or reaction changes that contributed to those rates. As shown in Figure 2(A), the diverging conditions (E−/R+, E+/R−; see middle bars) with identical overall behavior rates in the stimuli did not differ for TRF aggression despite the fact that one increased in aggressive reactions and the other decreased.

The preceding analyses used categorical predictors (condition), and do not fully reveal how participants’ ratings were predicted by the base-rates of aggressive acts in the stimuli. Recall that values for p(R) can be derived by multiplying p(E) and p(R|E) as shown in Table 1. Because this (equal) weighting yields the base rates, we expected it to best predict the TRF aggression ratings. It is also possible that participants were more influenced by the probability of encountering events, or by the conditional probability of reactions to them. To test this, we attached weights between .01 - .99 (in increments of .01) to each component and computed predicted values. With w as the event weight, and 1 − w for the reaction weight, the predicted values were [(1−w)p(E) + (1−w)p(R|E)]/2. For each weighted set,
Table 2.  
F-tests and effect sizes for ANOVAs of Teacher Report Form (TRF) ratings, event judgments, and reaction judgments, for Studies 1-2ab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>TRF F</th>
<th>TRF η²</th>
<th>Event F</th>
<th>Event η²</th>
<th>Reaction F</th>
<th>Reaction η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reaction</td>
<td>56.99</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>10.77</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>126.54</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>70.24</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>137.38</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>42.42</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R × E</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>Reaction</td>
<td>40.90</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>12.46</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>92.89</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>47.02</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>154.74</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>25.85</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R × E</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>Reaction</td>
<td>90.75</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>50.78</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>94.78</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>45.25</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R × E</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: R × E = Reaction × Event interaction. Degrees of freedom were (1, 36) for all studies. All F’s > 7.40 (12.83) were significant at p < .01 (.001); all other F’s shown were p > .05.

Figure 1.  
Mean Teacher Report Form (TRF) aggression ratings by phase, for Study 1. Experimental conditions are shown next to each line. Error bars indicate +/- 1 SEM. Asterisks indicate significant differences across phase (ps < .001).

Figure 2.  
Results for Teacher Report Form (TRF), event, and reaction measures for Studies 1 (S1), 2a (S2a), and 2b (S2b). Top row (panels A-C) shows mean change scores for each measure (standardized within study). Experimental conditions are on the abscissa. Bars within a panel that do not share a subscript (a)-(d) are significantly different based on Tukey’s HSD. Error bars indicate +/- 1 SEM. Bottom row (panels D-F) shows cue weight analysis results for TRF, event, and reaction judgments, respectively. A “weighted cue” value of 0 on the abscissa represents a full weighting of events; 1 represents a full weighting of reactions. The ordinate shows the R² values for predictions of participants’ ratings for phases 1 and 2 combined. Dotted lines indicate hypothetical perfect sensitivity to act-frequencies (AF); events (EV), and reactions (RE).
we computed scores from these values, used them to predict participants’ deviation from their mean TRF aggression rating over the two phases, and computed $R^2$. If participants showed perfect sensitivity to the base rate of aggression, a peak $R^2$ of 1.0 would occur at equal weighting of events and reactions (.50 on the abscissa; see line “AF” in Figure 2(D)). Perfect sensitivity to events is shown by line “EV” in Figure 2(E); perfect sensitivity to reactions is shown by line “RE” in Figure 2(F). As expected, results for the TRF resembled the theoretically perfect AF curve in Figure 2(D) (see “S1” for Study 1), and were best modeled ($R^2 = .81$) when event rates (.55) and reaction rates (.45) were nearly equally weighted.

Event Judgments

We examined participants’ judgments of events using the same method as for the TRF. We predicted that event judgments would show increases in the E+ conditions and decreases in the E− conditions. As expected, the largest effect was the main effect for event condition (Table 2), with judged event change higher on average for the E+ conditions and pairwise comparisons showing discrimination between the functionally diverging conditions (Figure 2(B)). We also found a smaller, unexpected main effect for reaction condition, with judged event change higher on average for R+ conditions. As shown in Figure 2(B), the mean change for the E+/R− condition, though in the expected direction, was lower than one would expect if participants’ event ratings were influenced only by events. As shown in Figure 2(E), results for participants’ event judgments resembled the theoretical results (see line “EV”) and were best modeled ($R^2 = .80$) when the weight was high for event rates ($w = .78$) and low for reaction rates (.22).

Reaction Judgments

Parallel analyses were performed for judgments of aggressive reactions to aversive events. We expected participants to be sensitive to changes in target’s reaction rates and for their ratings to increase in the R+ conditions and decrease in the R− conditions. As expected, the largest effect was the main effect for reaction condition (see Table 2), with pairwise comparisons showing discrimination between the diverging conditions (Figure 2(C)). However, we also found a main effect for event condition; the marginal mean was higher for E+ conditions. As shown in Figure 2(C), the mean changes for the diverging conditions (E+/R+, E+/R−), were not as large as one would expect if reaction ratings were influenced only by reaction rates. As shown in Figure 2(F), reaction ratings were best modeled ($R^2 = .82$) when the weights were less extreme ($w = .63$ for reactions, .37 for events) than was found for event judgments. Compared to the results for event judgments, these results do not correspond as closely to the theoretically perfect results (see line “RE”).

Summary

As expected, the TRF aggression scale was sensitive to changes in the overall rate of targets’ aggression. It did not detect differences between targets whose base rates were unchanged, even though one of them increased in aggressive reactions and the other decreased. Although participants focused on act frequencies when using the TRF, they detected how often targets encountered events and their conditional reactions to those events when context-sensitive measures were used. This occurred even though they provided these judgments at the end of the experiment, when memory demands were high. Participants’ reaction judgments were influenced more than anticipated by how often the targets encountered relevant events.

Studies 2a-b

One interpretation of participants’ relative difficulty judging reaction rates is that the changes they observed violated their expectations about the stability of behavior over time. For example, some studies suggest that temporal stability is high relative to the cross-situational consistency of behavior (Fleeson, 2001), and that people over-apply the former when making judgments about personality (Mischel & Peake, 1982). Study 2a therefore examined whether participants’ judgments would be more sensitive to reaction changes when targets’ behavior varied across settings (i.e., classrooms) rather than over time as in Study 1. A second interpretation is that judging reactions to events is more complex than judging overall behavior rates or event rates. Past research demonstrates that people have difficulty interpreting conditional probabilities (Fox & Levav, 2004) and that formally equivalent tasks may be easier when they are presented in a frequency-count format (Gigerenzer, 2008). To address these questions, Study 2b reformatted the event and reaction dependent measures into a frequency-count format and asked participants to provide separate estimates of how often events and relevant reactions to those events occurred.

Method

Participants. For Study 2a, 40 students (23 W, 17 M, $M_{\text{age}} = 21.22$ years, $SD = 3.50$) participated, and for Study 2b, 40 (21 W, 19 M, $M_{\text{age}} = 22.92$ years, $SD = 3.82$) participated. Participants in both studies were recruited from the Brown University community through flyers advertising a “psychology study” and were paid $8 for volunteering.

Materials and procedure. For Studies 2a-b, stimuli were nearly identical to those in Study 1, but minor revisions were made to describe cross-situational change rather than temporal change. Whereas Study 1 described the target’s behavior at two distinct points in time (June and August) Studies 2a-b described the target’s behavior in two classroom settings (art and music). Otherwise, the specific events and reactions described were the same as those used in Study 1.

Study 1 used items from the 1993 TRF to determine if the findings from Wright et al.’s (2001) study of behavior at a single time point extended to behavior change. Study 2a-b used items from the 2001 TRF to determine if our results generalize to the more recent version of the instrument. The aggression scales in the two versions are similar, with 19 of the 20 items in the 2001 version also appearing in the 1993 version (see Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001). The remaining dependent measures in Study 2a were identical to those used in Study 1, with minor word changes to ask about cross-situational change. For example, when participants were asked about the target’s behavior at Phase 1, the word “June” was changed to “art class”; likewise for Phase 2, “August” was changed to “music class.” Study 2b was identical to Study 2a, except that the behavior, event, and reaction measures were changed from a rating format (see Study 1, Method) into a frequency-count format. Par-
participants were first asked to report the overall frequency of the target’s behaviors, or $n(R)$, at Phase 1 and Phase 2. The program required that participants’ answers be between 0 - 32. The same format was used for event judgments, $n(E)$. Using the $n(E)$ estimate provided, the reaction prompt read, “You reported that peers teased Dan [n(E)] times. Out of those [n(E)] times, how many times did Dan respond by arguing or quarreling?”; we refer to this as $n(R \cap E)$, where $\cap$ = the intersection of reactions and events. Answers were required to be between 0 and $n(E)$ previously estimated. We computed the conditional probability of a reaction given an event (“computed reaction”) as, $p(R|E) = n(R \cap E)/n(E)$.

**Results and Discussion**

As predicted, the results for TRF ratings for Studies 2a and 2b were similar to those in Study 1 and again supported the hypothesis that the TRF would be sensitive to overall behavior rates, and not detect changes in diverging targets. The main effects (Table 2), pairwise comparisons (Figure 2(A)), and cue weighting analyses (Figure 2(D)) were similar to those for Study 1. As expected, TRF ratings for Studies 2a-b were best predicted ($R^2 = .77$ and .82, respectively) when weights for events ($w = .50$) and reactions ($w = .50$) were equal, as would occur for ideal act frequency sensitivity.

The results for Study 2a again supported the hypothesis that participants would be sensitive to changes in events. The expected main effect for event condition was obtained, as was a smaller effect for reaction condition (Table 2). As expected, participants detected the difference between the events rates for the $E+/R_-$ and $E-/R_+$ targets, but again they were also somewhat affected by reaction rates. Participants’ event ratings (Figure 2(E)) were best predicted ($R^2 = .83$) when the weight was high for events rates ($w = .75$) and low for reaction rates (.25), as expected.

For reaction judgments, the expected main effect for reaction condition was found, as was the now familiar, smaller main effect for event condition (Table 2). Change for the diverging conditions ($E-/R_+$, $E+/R_-$) was differentially (Figure 2(C)), but less clearly than one would expect if reaction ratings were solely influenced by reaction rates. Reaction judgments (Figure 2(F)) were best predicted ($r = .78$) when the weight was higher for reaction rates ($w = .64$) than for event rates (.36). Thus, the results essentially replicated those in Study 1; the cross-setting format of Study 2a did not measurably affect participants’ sensitivity to reaction change.

Although the cross-setting format did not seem to increase participants’ sensitivity to reaction change, we expected the frequency-count format used in Study 2b to increase participants’ sensitivity to event rates and reaction rates by decoupling the conditional probability format of the reaction rating task. For event judgments, we found the expected main effect for event condition (Table 2), and change scores for the diverging conditions ($E-/R_+$, $E+/R_-$) were in the expected direction (Figure 2(B)). However, mean change was less extreme than expected for both diverging conditions ($E+/R_-$, $E-/R_+$), and participants demonstrated slightly less sensitivity to events using this response format. Compared to Studies 1-2a, event judgments were predicted ($R^2 = .60$) by a weighted combination of events ($w = .65$) and reactions (.35) (see Figure 2(E)).

In contrast, the frequency-count format did increase participants’ sensitivity to reaction change. The computed conditional probabilities were uniquely influenced by the actual conditional probabilities of targets’ reactions (Table 2). As shown in Figure 2(C), the means for the diverging conditions ($E-/R_+$, $E+/R_-$) were different and now comparable to the converging conditions with corresponding reaction change ($E+/R_+$, $E-/R_-$). The cue weight analysis (Figure 2(F)) showed that the reaction measure was best predicted when the reaction weight was relatively high ($w = .88$) and the event weight was low (.12). However, Figure 2(F) also reveals that the means in the converging conditions were less extreme and the reaction measures more variable (i.e., standard errors larger) than in previous studies, resulting in a lower peak $R^2$ value (.59).

Summary. As in Study 1, in Studies 2a-b, TRF ratings were predicted by the actual base-rates of aggressive acts, and did not distinguish between targets who showed equal overall change, but opposite changes in aggressive reactions. As in Study 1, participants’ event judgments were sensitive to actual event rates, though they were somewhat influenced by reaction rates. For Study 2b, event judgments were influenced by actual event rates, but were noisier when the frequency-count format was used. In contrast, the frequency-count format in Study 2b improved participants’ sensitivity to reaction change: Conditional probabilities derived from participants’ frequency estimates were influenced solely by changes in the conditional probabilities of targets’ reactions. These results indicate that people can assess change in reactions but have some difficulty under the conditions we created, and improve when the frequency-count format is used.

**Study 3**

One might argue that our findings for the child assessment method (TRF) do not apply to widely-used adult personality measures (e.g., NEO-FFI; Costa & McCrae, 1992). As we have noted, some researchers have argued that five-factor measures may emphasize behavior frequencies less and allow observers to give greater weight to targets’ conditional reactions (see Wood & Roberts, 2006) and therefore detect reaction patterns (Denissen & Penke, 2008). If so, the FFI could distinguish between our functionally diverging, but act-frequency equivalent targets. We suggest, however, that the majority of the FFI’s items are act frequency in nature, and we therefore predicted that the FFI, like the TRF, would be primarily affected by changes in the frequency of targets’ trait-relevant behaviors. Study 3 therefore focused on the FFI domain of agreeableness and created stimuli that were structurally identical to those used in Studies 1-2ab, but described a college student showing (dis)agreeable reactions to (non)aversive events. Although agreeableness (A) was the main interest, all domains were analyzed. We expected other domains that were relevant to our stimuli—extraversion (E) and neuroticism (N)—to behave similarly to agreeableness, and not distinguish between functionally diverging targets. We made no predictions for openness (O) and conscientiousness (C), as these behaviors were not the focus of the study.

**Method**

Thirty-nine undergraduates (23 W, 16 M, $M_{age} = 19.21$ years, $SD = 1.10$) from an introductory psychology pool participated. Stimsul had the same event and reaction rates as in Study 1, but described a 19 year-old sophomore, and focused on agreeable-
ness. Because the target was an adult, interactions involved only peers (rather than peers and adults). An example of an aversive event paired with a disagreeable reaction is: “Dan’s lab partner says, ‘I don’t want to do the analyses in the way we agreed.’ Dan replies, ‘Tough. We’re doing it my way and I’m not changing my mind.’” The dependent measure was the 60-item NEO-FFI (Costa & McCrae, 1992).

Results and Discussion

FFI scale scores were primarily sensitive to changes in act frequencies. As shown in Figure 3(A), the three traits most relevant to the experiment (A, E, N) showed results that were similar to those for the TRF in Studies 1 and 2. There were main effects for reaction condition, $F^*(1, 35) > 2.56, p < .001$, $\eta^2_s = .37$ (N), .54 (E), and .74 (A), main effects for event condition $F^*(1, 35) > 39.36, p < .001$, $\eta^2_s = .53$ (N), .61 (E), .63 (A), and no significant interactions nor discrimination between functionally diverging targets. As predicted, participants’ A, E, and N ratings were best predicted by a weighted combination of events (.45, .54, .59, respectively) and reactions (.55, .46, .41) (Figure 3(B)), which were all similar to the ideal act frequency result. For O, there was a main effect for reaction condition, $F(1, 35) = 19.86, p < .001, \eta^2 = .36$, and for C a main effect for event condition, $F(1, 35) = 15.01, p < .001, \eta^2 = .3$. Although the $R^2$ values for O and C were lower than for the other traits, O ratings were better predicted by reactions (.61) than by events (.39), whereas the C ratings were better predicted by events (.75) than by reactions (.25).

Figure 3

Results for NEO-FFI for Study 3. Panel A shows mean change scores for agreeableness (A), extraversion (E), neuroticism (N), openness (O), and conscientiousness (C). Experimental conditions are on the abscissa. Bars within a panel that do not share a subscript (a)-(c) are significantly different based on Tukey’s HSD. Error bars = +/- 1 SEM. Panel B shows cue weight analysis for FFI judgments for A, E, N, O, and C. AF = hypothetical perfect sensitivity to act-frequencies.
also illustrate how summary measures could show that behavior is stable over time or across settings even when an individual shows clear changes in how they respond to social stimuli. These findings suggest that research on change over time and across settings (see Helson, Jones, & Kwan, 2002, Terracciano et al., 2009) should not over-rely on summary trait or behavior measures, but should also incorporate measures that explicitly examine people’s reaction patterns and the make-up of their social environments.

Overall, our findings from the event and reaction rating tasks indicate that, given the right assessment format, participants can report on events and reactions when asked. However, they also indicate that judgments about reactions, \( p(R|E) \), may be inherently more difficult than overall frequency judgments because they require the perceiver to encode how often an event occurred as well as how often a behavior co-occurred with it. We attempted to improve participants’ performance in Study 2b by decomposing the task into its two frequency components: participants first estimated the frequency of aversive events, \( n(E) \), and then estimated the frequency of aggressive acts to those events, \( n(R \cap E) \). We then computed conditional probabilities from these two estimates in the usual fashion, \( p(R|E) = n(R \cap E)/n(E) \). These derived estimates were affected uniquely by the actual conditional probabilities of targets’ reactions in the stimuli, and were not influenced by how often targets encountered events, as found in Study 1 and 2a. A key challenge for future research is to determine the task formats that best enable people to disentangle event rates and reaction rates, but that are as simple and efficient as possible.

Interpreting participants’ difficulty in judging reactions requires careful attention to our procedure. The reaction measure in Studies 1-2ab was administered for both Phase 1 and 2 after participants had filled out the TRFs. Completing the act frequency task first may have framed all subsequent measures in the experiment and may have influenced participants to think more as “act frequentists” rather than “contextualists” (see Schwarz & Oyserman, 2011; Wright et al., 2001). Findings from the open-ended assessments provide some support for this interpretation. Participants’ initial descriptions of the targets, which were provided before they were influenced by other measures at Phase 1, not only used uncontextualized behavior statements, but also used simple event statements and conditional if ... then ... statements about event-reaction links.

Limitations of our studies should be noted. First, although our experimental approach answers questions about how summary assessments measure change, our manipulations for the event and reaction change parameters were larger (.25/.75) than might typically be observed in natural settings. Additional laboratory studies will be needed to examine how the TRF, FFI, and other summary measures (e.g., BFI; John, Donahue, & Kentle, 1991) perform under a wider range of stimulus manipulations. It will also be important to examine measures that appear to give greater emphasis to children’s reactions to events (e.g., SRRS, Gresham & Elliot, 1990) and those that also focus on features of the social environment (e.g., Fournier et al., 2008).

Second, because our focus was on the TRF and FFI, other measures were either brief (e.g., open-ended descriptions) or were collected after all stimuli were shown. In contrast to other research on people’s use of contextual information (Chun et al., 2002; Wright et al., 2001), our studies required subjects to encode multiple interactions over two phases, and only then estimate events and conditional reactions at Phases 1 and 2. This put the retrospective event and reaction ratings at a disadvantage. However, field studies often involve even more challenging conditions, in which raters are asked to summarize more complex social interactions over much longer time periods. Clearly, additional research will be needed to answer questions about how people use information about situations and reactions under a wide range of stimulus complexity and memory load conditions (see Chun et al., 2002).

Overall, our findings suggest that instruments widely used to study personality change research are efficient at assessing overall behavior change, but ill-equipped to capture nuanced, context-specific dispositional and environmental change processes. As a result, these measures may have difficulty revealing whether behavior change stems from changes in the person, the environment, or both. Given our findings that people are sensitive to changes in the social environment and in people’s reactions (given the proper assessment format), it should be possible to develop measures that are more consistent with how people naturally encode behavior in context and that are better suited to assess the context-specific aspects of personality change. A major goal of future research in this area should be to deepen our understanding of the judgment processes that are engaged (or disengaged) when informants complete an assessment instrument, and use that knowledge to help improve the quality of assessment practices in research and applied settings.
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